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§1 Introduction.

In this paper, we give a singular limit theorem for the system of equations

describing an electromagnetic fluid in two space dimensions, which was studied

in [2]. The magnetohydrodynamic equations are obtained as the limit of the

complete equations for the electromagnetic fluid at the vanishing of the dielectric

constant. It is customary to regard the limit equations as an approximation to

the complete equations. This approximation is usually referred to as the magneto-

hydrodynamics, and is equivalent to the neglect of the displacement current.

The system of equations for an electromagnetic fluidin three space dimensions

consistsof 14 equations in 12 unknowns, namely, the mass density p, the velocity

u=(u＼ u2,us),the absolute temperature 0, the electric field E=(El,E2,EB), the

magnetic flux density B=(B＼B2,B2) and the electricchange density pe. We refer

the reader to [2] for the explicit form of this system.

We restrict ourselves to the study of two-dimensional motion of the electro-

magnetic fluid. Unfortunately, our method is not applicable to the three-dimensional

problem. The reason is as follows: When the hydrodynamic quantities (p,u, 6)

are regarded as known functions, the equations for the electromagnetic quantities

(E, B, pe) form a firstorder hyperbolic system, which is neither symmetric hyper-

bolic nor strictly hyperbolic in the three-dimensional case. For this reason, we

assume that all the unknowns (p,u, 6,E, B, pe) are independent of the third com-

ponent of the space variable (xux2,xz) and that

k=(≪＼w2,0), j£=(0,0,£8), B=(B＼B2,0).

In this case, we have pe=0. We consider therefore the following symmetric

system of 8 equations in 7 unknowns (p,u,d,E,B), where u=(u＼u2), E=ES and
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pt+div (pu)=O ,

p(ut+ (u-F)u) + Fp=div (2^P+ft'7 div u)+JxB ,

(1.1) pee(0t+ u-Fd)+6p9dwu = div (kF0)+ ＼+J(E+uxB),

eEt-QIfio) rot -8+7=0,

£t+rot£=0,

(1.2) div 5=0,

with the initialcondition

(1.3) (p,u,0, E, B)(0,x)=(pl ui,dl,E'O,Bl)(x),

where x = (xu xz)gR2. Here and in the sequel we use the notations for two-

dimensional vectors. (See (1.10)i,2below.) The pressure p and the internal energy

e are known functions of (p,6). We write pe=dpjdd and ee=de/dd. The deforma-

tion tensor P and the viscous dissipation function ＼ are given by

P=(Pij)isi.Ht with Pij^iuij+ui.)

＼=2fi
£

(Piy)8+/(div≪)2

respectively. For an electricallyconducting fluid,Ohm's law applies, and hence

the current density / is given by the relation

J=a(E+uxB),

since pe=0. The viscosity coefficientsp. and //, the heat conductivity coefficient

k and the electric conductivity coefficiento are known functions of(p, 6). The di-

electricconstant e and the magnetic permeability constant p0 are positive constants.

The assumptions for the system (1.1), (1.2) are stated as follows: Let $)=

{(p,8);p>0,6>0}. Let v=2p + p'.

(1.4) p and e are smooth functions on R. Both pp = dpldp and eg= dejdd are posi-

tive on SD.

(1.5) //,// and /care smooth functions on SD. Furthermore, one of the following

four conditions is valid on c.

(i) p,v,ic>0, (ii) ^ = ^=0, ≪>0,

(iii) [i,v>0, k=0, (iv) h = v ―k=Q.

(1.6) <;is smooth and positive on c.

We remark that, under these conditions,the system (1.1) (or (1.1), (1-2)) is re-

garded as a symmetric system of hyperbolic-parabolic type in each case (i)-(iii)

of (1.5), or hyperbolic type in the last case (iv).

Let e=0 in (1.1), (1.2). Then it follows from the equation for the electric
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field that /=(l//^0)rotB. Combining this with Ohm's law, we obtain

(1.7) E=E(p, u, 6,B)= -uxB+(ll<Tft0) rot B.

Eliminating E from (1.1),(1.2) by using (1.7), we get the reduced system of

eauations:

(1.8)

d-9)

pt+div(pu)―O,

p(ut+ (u-F)u) + Fp-(llfi0)rotBxB=div (2uP+ft/Idiv u)

pee(dt+u-Pd)+dpg div u = div (kF6)+ ＼+ (l/^)(rot Bf ,

Bt - rot(uxB)=- rot {(l/^0)rot 5},

div 5=0.

These equations are called the magnetohydrodynamic equations in two space di-

mensions. We can see that, under the conditions (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), this system

is reduced to a symmetric system of hyperbolic-parabolic type in every case (i)-

(iv) of (1.5). The electric field E is obtained from (1.7), which is regarded as a

denning equation.

Our aim is to show the convergence of the solutions of the complete equations

(1.1), (1.2) to the solutions of the magnetohydrodynamic equations (1.8), (1.9) at

the vanishing of the dielectric constant e. The results obtained are stated as

follows: We assume that the initial data (p0, u0, 0O,Eo, B0){x) are smooth and in-

dependent of e (0,1], and satisfy div-S0=0. Then the system (1.1), (1.2) for the

electromagnetic fluid has a unique smooth solution (p＼ u＼6% E＼ BE)(t, x) on a region

[0, T]xR2, whose time length is independent of e. As s―>0,the solution converges

on [0, T]xR2 to a function (p＼u°,do,E＼B°)(t,x) with the rate O(s1/2) in an appro-

priate norm. This limit function satisfies (1.7). Moreover, the limit function

do0,u°,0°,B°)(t,x) excepting E°(t,x) is a unique smooth solution of the magneto-

hydrodynamic equations (1.8), (1.9) with the initial condition (p°,u°,80,B0X0,x) ―

(p0, u0, do,Bo){x). If, furthermore, the initial data for the complete equations satisfy

(1.7), then the rate of convergence is O(e). This is explained by the absence of

the initial layer for the electric field in this case. The proof is based on an energy

inequality for quasilinear symmetric systems of hyperbolic-parabolic type. The

uniform estimates in e are obtained by using (1.6). Although the results are valid

for each case (i)-(iv) mentioned in (1.5), we give the proofs only for the case (i)

and omit the detailed discussion for the other three.

In §2, we provide energy estimates for the linealized equations of (1.1) and

show the existence of solutions. Then in § 3 we construct, in an appropriate

function space, a subset invariant under the mapping whose fixed point gives a

solution of (1.1). Although the map depends on the parameter e, the invariant
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subset is independent of s except for the electric field. It is shown in §4 that a

solution of (1.1), (1.2) is obtained as the limitin uniform convergence of sequences

of approximating functions defined on [0,T~]xR2, where T is a positive constant

not depending on e. In §5, we discuss the convergence of the solution of (1.1),

(1.2) constructed in §4 to the solution of (1.8),(1.9) as s^O.

A paper by Milani [4] appeared, while the present paper is in preparation.

A similar singular limit theorem is proved there for the Maxwell equations.

Notations

In this paper, we use the following notations for two-dimensional vectors in addi-

tion to the ordinary ones: Let v=(v＼ v2) and w―(wx, w1). Let d>be a scalar. We write

(1.10)

(1.10)2

( VXW=―WXV = V1WZ ― V2W1 ,

＼VX<f>=-0XV
= (<pV2, -<j)Vx),

r rotw ― Fxw=w2Xl―w1X2,

I rot 6 = Vx <b= (0*,, -(j>xx).

We enumerate some function spaces used in the following. L2 is the space

of square integrable functions on R2, whose norm is denoted by ||-||. For an in-

teger /, Hl stands for the L2-Sobolev space (on R2) of order /, with the norm ＼＼-＼＼i.

Let k be a nonnegative integer and T be a positive constant. Then Ck(0, T; Hl)

denotes the space of &-times continuously differentiable functions on [0, T] with

values in H1. L2(0, T; Hl) (resp. L°°(0,T; H1)) is the space of square integrable

(resp. bounded measurable) functions on [0, T＼ valued in Hl.

§2. Linearizedequations

In the followingargument, we shall assume (i) of (1.5). The other cases

listed in (1.5) can be treated similarly.We consider the system of linearized

equationsfor(1.1),which is as follows.

pt+u-Fp=fi,

(2.1) ･ put―fiM ―(fi+ fjt/)Fdwu―p(f2+ g2),

peeBt- kA$- pee{fa+ gt),

(2.2)
reEt-O-lfio)rot B+aE=fi,

＼Bt+rotE=0.

Here e (0,1] and fxo>O are constants, and e, p.,//, k and a are given functions of

(p,0)eS). The functions (p,u,6), fj (j = l, ･･-,4) and qj (j=2,3) are regarded as

known functions of (t,x)e[0, T~]xR2.

First we define several families of functions for later use. Let (p, 0) R and BsR2

be arbitrarily fixed constants. Let s>2 be an integer and T be a positive constant.
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Definition 2.1. For positive constants m0, Mo, M± and M2, we define V＼T)

= V＼T;mo,Mo,MuM2) to be the set of all functions (p,u,6)(t,x) satisfying the

following conditions.

t
d{(u,0-0)eC°(O, T;Hs~^)f]L2(0, T;Hs^~20 for ;=0,1.

(2.4)! mo<p(t,x), 0{t,x)<MQ for (t,a?)e[O,T]xR2,

(2.4)2 ＼＼(P-p,u, 0-0)(t)＼＼l+
T

＼＼(u,d-dXz)＼＼UidT<M; ,
Jo

(2.4)3
T

＼＼dt(p,u, 6)(T)＼＼Udr<Mi for /e[0,T].
Jo

Definition 2.2. VS(T) = VS(T; m0, Mo, Mu M2) is the set of all functions satis-

fying (2.3) with C°(0,T;Hl) replaced by L°°(0,T;Hl) (l=s-j,s-2j), and also the

estimates (2.4)i,2,3.

Definition 2.3. Let ee(0,1]. Then, for positive constants N0, Ny and N2, and

for an exponent ?e[0,1], we define W.'(T)=W.'(T; No, Nlt N2,-rj)to be the set of

all functions (E, B)(t,x) satisfying the following conditions.

(2

(2

(2

5)

6),

6)2

(2.6),

d{(E; B-B)eC＼O, T; Hs^) for ; =0,1,

WEmWs-^No,

＼＼(e1/2E,B-B)(t)＼＼l+
＼t

＼＼E(T)＼＼ldz<N?,

Jo

＼＼dt(e1/2E,B)(t)＼＼U+
C

＼＼dtE{r)＼＼UdT<^m for ^[0, T].

Jo

Definition 2.4. W%T) = W%T; No, Nu N2, yj)is the set of all functions satis-

fying (2.5) with C°(0,T; HS~J)replaced by L°°(0,T; HS~J),and also the estimates

(2.6)ll2.8.

Now we give energy inequalities for (2.1), (2.2).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose (1.4) and (i) of (1-5). Le£ s>3 <m<i /e[l, s] be integers,

and let T be a positive constant. We assume that (p,u,6) V＼T;mo,Mo,MuM2),

(fi,f2,fz)£Lca(0,T;Hl-1)nL2(0,T;Hl) and (g2)(/8)eLoo(0,T;i^-1). L^ (p,uj)(t,x)

be a solution of (2.1) swc/z ffctf 3i>eL°°(0,T; i7^) aw^/ djt(u,B) L°°(0,T;H1^) for

j―0,1. Then we have

(2.7) pzCXQ, T; H1), (uJ)eC°(0,T;Hl)nL＼0,T;Hl+1).

Moreover, there exist constants C1 = Ci(m0, MO)>1 and C2 = C2(m0, Mo, Mt)>0 such

that the following inequality holds for any ae(0,1] and t&＼Q,T＼
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＼＼(p,uj)(t)＼＼l+[t W(uJ)(r)＼＼l+idT

Jo

<Qea~icA ＼＼(p,u, 6)(0)＼＼l+ t^ ＼＼A(r)＼＼ldT

+ ≪ril(/2,/.)(r)|^r+C£||(flr.,fli,XT)||!_IrfT}
Jo Jo ]

Here the constants Ci and C2 are independent of ≪e(0,1].

Proof. The firstequation of (2.1) is regarded as a single hyperbolic equation

for p. While, under the condition of the lemma, the second equation of (2.1) can

be regarded as a symmetric system of strongly parabolic type for u. Similarly,

the last equation of (2.1) is a single strongly parabolic equation for d. Therefore,

(2.7) and (2.8) are shown by standard arguments. See [3] for details.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose (1.6). Let s>3 and / [0,s] be integers, and let T be a

positive constant. We assume that (p, u, 6)gV%T; m0, Mo, Mu M2) and f4eL'x'(0>T;

iJz-')nL2(0, T;Hl). Let (E,B)(t,x) be a solution of (2.2) such that d{{E,B)&

L°°(0,T;Hl-i) for ; = 0,1. Then we have

(2.9) (E,B)£C°(0,T:Hl).

Moreover, there exists a constant C3=Cs(m0, Mo, Mi)>l not depending on ee(0,1]

such that the following inequality holds for tefO,T＼

(2.10) W*E, B)(t)＼＼l+
['＼＼E(v)＼＼＼dT

Jo

^qllKe^.^XOJIIf +
JjI/^H^r

Proof. The equations (2.2) can be regarded as a symmetric hyperbolic system

for (E,B). Therefore (2.9) is shown by standard arguments. Here we prove

(2.10). Since the argument using Friedrichs mollifieris applicable, it suffices to

prove (2.10) by assuming that /4 L"(0, T;Hl) and 3{(E,B)£L°°(0,T;Hl+1~J) for ; =

0,1. Let us apply Dkx={(dldx)a',＼a＼=k),fc=0,1, ･･･,/, to both members of (2.2).

Then we get

(2.11)
reEkt-(llfXo)rot Bk+aEk=F4k
ti?*+rot2?fc=0,

where (Ek,Bk) = Dk(E,B) and F^=-[Dkx,a'＼E +Dkf4. The bracket [ , ] denotes the

commutator. Noting that (2.11) is a symmetric hyperbolic system for (Ek,Bk),

we multiply the first equation by Ek and take the inner product of the second
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equation with (llfio)Bk. We sum up these equations and integrate over [0,t]x Rz.

Then we obtain, by virtue of (1.6),

(2.12) ii(e"8E*fJg*)(f)ir+

r
iiB

Jo

HrWdr

<C ||(eI/2E*,£fc)(0)||2+
(j'

WF^rWdrl

Here C=C(mo,Mo) is a constant independent of £(0,1]. Observe that ||F40||= ||/4||

and that HF^CHSIU-i + IIZ^II for l<k<l, where C=C(mo,Mo,M1) is a constant

not depending on e. Hence, combining these inequalities with (2.12) and then

using the induction for k=0,1, ･･･,/, we get the desired estimate (2.10). This

completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Next we state the results concerning the existence of solutions of the systems

(2.1) and (2.2).

Proposision 2.3. Suppose (1.4) and (i) of (1.5). Let s>3 and / [2,sj 6<?mfe-

g-grs, #w<i /e£T be a positive constant. Assume that (p, u, d)£V*(T; m0, Mo, Mu M2),

(fi,fi,fi)eC°(O, T; Hl^)nL＼0, T; Hl) and (g2, g3) C°(0,T; Hl~l). {Compare these con-

ditions with those of Lemma 2.1) // the initial data (p, ti,d)(0) Hl, then the Cauchy

problem for (2.1) has a unique solution (o, u, 6){t,x) such that

(2.13) U{(uJ)gC%0,
T;Hl-^)nL%0, T;!!1^-^)

for j=0,1. Furthermore, the energy inequality (2.8) holds.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose (1.6). Let s>3 and /e[l,s] be integers, and let T

be a positiveconstant. Assume that (p,u,6) Vs(T',mo,Mo,Ml,M2) and /4 C°(0,T;

IP'^nLXO, T;Hl). (Compare these conditions with those of Lemma 2.2.) If the

initialdata (E,B)(0) Hl, then the Cauchy problem for (2.2) has a unique solution

(E, B)(t,x) such that

(2.14) d{(E,B) £C°(0,T; H1^)

for j=0,1. Furthermore, the energy inequality (2.10) holds.

We remark that Propositions2.3 and 2.4 can be proved by means of Theorem

II of Kato [1](pp.658). We omit the detailsand refer the reader to [31.

§3. Invariant subset with respect to interactions

In order to solve the Cauchy problem (1.1),(1.3) by iterations,let us consider
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the following linear system:

'pt+ u-Fp^Fi ,

put―firfu―([i+fif)Fdivu = pGf,

(3.1) - Pegdf-icM=peoGf,

eEt-(II fi0)rot B+oE=F4,

Bt + rotE=0,

with the initialcondition

(3.2) (p, u,6,E, £0(0,x)= (p,u, 0,E, B)(0,x)

= ($, u'o,61,Eo% Be0)(x).

Here the functions on the right hand side of (3.1) are given as follows.

Fi{p,u)――pdiv u ,

F2(p,u, 0,E, B) = (alp)(E+uxB)xB,

Fs(p,u, 6,E, B) = (olpee){E+uxB)2,

Fi(p,u,0,B)=-ouxB,

(3 4) {
G^p'U' &)= -^･r)M + ^≫ri°+(^/i°)|7^+(1^X2/7j≪-P+f7/-div u),

W3(p,u,6)=-{u-F6 + (dpfflpee)divu}+ (llPee)(F,c-Fd+＼),

(3.5) Gf(p,u,6,E,B) = Gj(P,u,6)+Fj(p,u,d,E,B), ;=2,3.

In (3.1), (p,u,6,E,B) are regarded as given functions on [0, T]xR2. Note that

ee(0,1] and
J≪0>0

are constants. Also, p, e, n, p.',k and a are known functions of

Let s>3 be an integer, and let (p~,6)cg)and B&R2 be arbitrarily fixed constants

independent of £ (0,1]. We assume that the initial data (p'o,u'o,d'o,Eo,Beo)(x)may

depend on ee(0,1], so far as the following conditions are satisfied:

(3.6) (pl-p,ul,6l-d,E0%Bl-B)eHs and inf {#(#), 0S(a?)}>O for every e.

X

(3.7)! infinf {p°o(x),deo(x)}=ko>Qand supsup {pl(x),6'Q{x))=KQ< +00 .

l X c X
(3.7)2 sup ＼＼(pl-p,≪S,0S-0, e1/250',Bj-J)||,=^,< +cxd .

Moreover, we assume the following conditions: There exist numbers /3>0 and ft

g[0,1/2],both independent of e, such that

(3.8)! sup s-^K^-^C^, ^S,̂ 0,̂ S)IU-i=i^2< +00 ,

(3.8)2 sup£cl/2-^||rot£'01|s_J=is:3<+oo,

where E(p,u, 6,B) is the function defined in (1.7). We give here some remarks

on these conditions. First we note that (3.7)2 implies (3.8)2 with fi'=Q and K3 =

Kl Also, if (3.7). 2 and (3.8)! are true, then we have
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(3.9) |l£oll|,-i<C/ir1+/i:2,

where C=C(k0, Ko, Kx) is a constant independent of e. Next, we consider the simple

case where the initial daat (pi, ul,0＼,Eo% B'0)(x) are independent of s. In this case,

(3.6) implies (3.7)li2, (3.8)i with ,3=0 and (3.8)2 with |8'=
l/2. If, in addition, the

initial data satisfy the relation (1.7), i.e., the initial layer for the electric field is

absent, then (3.8)i holds for any /3>0.

Now our aim is to show, under these conditions, the following: For a suitable

choice of positive constants T, m0, Mo, Mu M2, No, Nu N2, and an exponent tj£

[0,1], the set Vs(T;mo,Mo,MuM2)xWss(T;No,NuN2,y]) is invariant under the

mapping (p,u,8,E,B)-*(p,u,$,E,8) defined by (3.1), (3.2) with s (0,l]. The pre-

cise statement of the fact is given in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose (1.4), (i) of (1.5) and (1.6). Lg^ s>3 &<? an integer

and let the initial data (pl,u'0,6'0,Eo,B'0)(x)satisfy (3.6), (3.7)i,2 and (3.8)1>2. Then

there exist positive constants T, m0, Mo, Mu M2, No, Nu N2, and an exponent yje

[0,1], which are independent of se(0,1], such that if

(P, u, 6, E, 5) V＼T; mo, Mo, Mu M,) X W.'(T; No, Nlt N2, v),

the Cauchy problem (3.1), (3.2) has a unique solution (p, it,6, E, B)(t, x) in the same

set VS(T; mQ, Mo, Mu M2) X Wf(T; A^o,Nu N2, v).

Remark 3.1. (i) The parameters T, m0, Mj, Nj (.7=0,1,2) and rjare chosen

as follows: mo = kol2,M0=2K0. Mu M2 and Nt are determined in terms of k0, Ko

and Ki. Also, T, No and N2 are determined by means of k0, Ko, Ku K2 and Kz.

The exponent rjcan be taken as

(3.10) 7?= max {1-20,1-2/5'}.

(ii) In the simple case where the initial data are independent of e, we can take

9=1. If, in addition, the initialdata satisfy (1.7), i.e., the initiallayer for the

electricfieldis absent, we have v=0.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The existence and uniqueness of solution follows

from Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 at once. Therefore it suffices to show the estimates.

We apply the energy inequality (2.8) with l=s to the equations for (p―p,u,6―d)

in (3.1). From the explicitform of the functions Fu Gf and Gf, and the assump-

tion that (p,u,d,E,B)£Vs(T)xWcs(T) (we use the abbreviation in notation), we

obtain

(3.11)
^II(G2*,Gs*)||,-1<C'(M1+iVo+^1).
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Here C=C(mo,Mo, M1) and C' = C/(m0,M0,MuNo,Nl) are constants independent of

e. Combining these estimates with (2.8) (with l=s and a = l) leads to

(3.12) ＼＼(p-p,uJ-m＼＼2s+
[l＼＼(uJ-d)(T)＼＼l+1dT

Jo

<Qecm^+C,{M, +N0 + N1)＼l+t)t].

Here C4 = C4(m0,Mo, Mu No, Nx) is a constant not depending on e. Ci=Ci(m0, Mo) and

C2 = Cz(tno,Mo, Mi) are the constants appearing in (2.8). We choose a constant T

>0 such that

(3.13), e°*T<,2, C4(M1+iVo+Ari)2(l + r)r<if12.

Then (3.12) becomes

(3.14) ＼＼{p-p,u,d-d)(t)＼＼l +
[t＼＼(uJ-d)(T)＼＼

Jo
UdzK.tCfK?

for fe[0,T＼

Next we estimate the time derivatives dt(p,u,0). Using the equations in (3.1)

and the estimates in (3.11), we have

UiuJ^KCWDKuJ^+Cm+No+N,),

where C=C(m0, Mo, M) and C'=C'(m0,M0,MltN0, Nt). If we combine these esti-

mates with (3.14), we obtain

(3.15)

Jo

Here C5 = C5(m0, Mo, Mx) and CQ = C6{m0,M0,MuN0,Ni) are constants independent e

We make an assumption that T>0 satisfies

(3.13),

Then (3.15) implies

(3.16)

for/e[0, T1]. Consequently

(3.17)

Cs(Kl+Ml+N0+NlfT<lSK?.

^
＼＼dt(p,u,d){r)＼＼Udr<ACiKl

Jo

＼(p,d)(t,x)-(pl,d'0)(x)＼<Co[
1
＼＼dt{p,d)(T)＼＼s-,dr<2CoC5K^/2

0

Here Co is the constant in the Sobolev inequality sup |/(^)|<C0||/||2- By deCreaS-

ing T>0, we may assume the following inequality.
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Then we derive from (3.17) that

(3.18) kol2<p(t,x), d(t,x)<2K0

for (t,x)e[Q,T]xR2. These observations show that we can take the constants

m0, Mo, Mi and M2, namely, the four parameters in the definition of VS(T), as

follows.

(3.19) mo = kol2, Mo = 2Ko, M1=2C1Kl, M2=2C5Kl.

Note that d―Ciimo,Mo) and C5=C5(,m0,Mo,Mi) are the constants in (3.12) and

(3.15),respectively.

We intend to prove the estimates for {E, B). We shall apply the energy

inequality (2.10) with l―s to the equations for (E,B ―B) in (3.1). From the

explicitform of FA we have ||F4||S<C(M,+M), where C=C(mo,Mo,MuN1) is a

constant independent of e. Therefore, we obtain the following inequality.

(3.20) ||(£1/2£,B-B){t)＼＼l+[WEirWsdTKCttKt+C^+N^t}

Here C1=C7(m0,Mo,Mi,Ni) does not depend on e. C3 = C3(m0, Mo, M{) is the con-

stant in (2.10). By decreasing T>0 again, we may assume that

(3.13)*

Then (3.20) becomes

(3.21)

CiiMi+NtfTKZK?.

＼＼{e^E,B-B){t)＼＼l +
^＼

＼＼E(T)＼＼ldr<AQK^

Jo

for t£[0,T]. Therefore, the constant Nu one of the parameters in the definition

of W?(T), can be taken as follows.

(3.22)x N,=2C3Ki.

Next we estimate the time derivatives dt(E,B). By differentiating the both

members of the equations for (E,B) in (3.1), we get

(3.23)
r sEu - (llfio)rot Bt+oEt = F,,

where Fi=―atE+{Fi)t. We wish to apply the energy inequality (2.10) with /=

s―1 to the system (3.23) for dt(E,B). For this purpose, we shall derive the es-

timates for the initialdata, and for the right hand side. By using the equations

in (3.1) and the conditions (3.8)li2,we get the following estimate for the initial

data.
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＼＼dt{s^E,B)(S))＼＼^<^nC{K2+K,)

where C=C{mo,Mo,Ml) is a constant independent of e, and

by (3.10). On the other hand, a direct calculation gives

(3.25)

the exponent v is given

ll^ll.-.<C(||3t(/O>^)||,_1||^||,_1 + ||5t(iO,≪>^ 5)11,-,)

Here C=C(mo,Mo,M1,N1) does not depend on s. It is seen from (3.21) and (3.22)i

that ||£||s-i<||JB||s<s-1/W1.Also we know that ||3t5||,_i<e-'/2iV2by the assumption

(E, B)g Wss(T). Substituting these estimates into (3.25), we have

(3.26) ||F4||,_1<6-1/2C(||3t(i0|≪>^)||,_1+iV2).

Here we used ^ [0,1]. C=C(mo,Mo,MuN1) is a constant independent of e. Now,

applying (2.10) with l―s-l to the system (3.23) and using the estimates (3.24),

(3.26), we get

(3.27) ＼＼dt(e^E,B)(t)＼＼l +
C

＼＼8t£(T)＼＼l-1dT<e-lCi{(Ki+Ka+Miy+Nit}.
Jo

Here C8=Ca(m0, Mo, Mu Ni) is a constant independent of e. We make the additional

hypothesis that T>0 satisfies

(3.13)b

Then (3.27) implies

(3.28)

N22T<3(K2+K,+M2y

＼＼dt(e^E, B)(t)＼＼U +
[j1

＼＼dtE(r)＼＼Udr<^Nl

o

for tz[0,Tl where we set N2=2C8(K2+K,+M2).

We proceed to estimate H-EHs-i. By using the equation for E in (3.1), we ob-

tain

(3.29) ||^(OII,-i<C(e||at^)||.-i+ ||Z?si§(OII.-i+ IIW)||.-i)

<Q(M1+N1+N2)

for t£[0,T]. Here we used the estimates (3.28) and (3.21) with (3.22),. The

constant Ci)=C9(m0,M0,MuNi) does not depend on e. Consequently, we can take

the parameter No as follows.

(3.22)2 No^CsiMt+Nt+Nz).

Finally, we show the estimate (3.28) with e~lreplaced by e~v.Substituting

the estimates (3.29) with (3.22)2 and ||9t5||,-i<e-'/2iV2into (3.25), we have the

inequality (3.26) with £"1/2replaced by £~'/2.(In this case the constant C depends

on No.) Therefore, as the counterpart of (3.27). we obtain
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C

＼＼dtE(T)＼＼UdT

Jo
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< e-'C?,{(A"8+Kt +M2f+NiH}

<4s-"Q0(K2+Ks+M2y

for te[0,Tl Here we used (3.13)B. The constant Ci0=C10(mo, Mo, Mlt No, NJ is

independent of e. Consequently, we can take N2 as follows.

(3.22)3 Nt=2Cl0(Kt+Ka+Mi).

Thus the parameters m0, Mo, Mlt M2, No, Nu N2 and 7] are all determined by

(3.19), (3.22)!,2,3 and (3.10). The positive constant T is chosen so as to satisfy

the inequalities (3.13)1_5. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.

§ 4. Uniform stability of solutions of the nonelinear equations

We wish to show that a unique solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1-2),

(1.3) exists on [0, T0]xR2, where To is a positive number not depending on the

parameter e (0,1]. The construction of the solution is based on the successive

approximation. Let us define a sequence of approximating functions {(pn, un, dn, En,

Bn)(t,x)}n>o as follows: Let

(4.l)o (p°,u°,0°,E°,B°)(t,x)=(p, 0,0,0, B).

For ≫+ l^l, let (pn+1, un+＼ dn+1, En+l, Bn+1){t, x) be a unique solution of the Cauchy

nrobiprn

(4.1)n+,

(4.2)B+1

/io?+i+MB-rioB+i=F1B,

iow≪?+1-iMnJ≪B+1-(iMB+/n)Fdiv≪n+l=/t≫w(F2B+GB),

- (pe0)n0?+1-KnJdn+1 = (pe8)n(F3n + G?),

eEtn+1-(ll^0) rot Bn+l+anEn+1=F?,

<B?+1+rotEn+1=0,

(pn+＼ un+＼ dn+＼ En+＼ Bn^)(0, x) = (pl,≪;,% £;≪,£SXar)

Here we use the abbreviations such as fin=n(Pn, dn),(Pee)n=Pneff(pn, dn), F1n=F1(pn, u11),

Fj (7 = 1,･･･,4) and G* (;=2,3) are functions denned by (3.3) and (3.4), re-

spectively.

We shall show the uniform convergence of the approximating functions and

obtain the solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1),(1.2),(1.3) as the limit function.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose (1.4), (i) 0/(1.5) and (1.6). Le£ s>3 #<? #≫ integer

and let the initial data (p'o,u'a,O'o,Eg',B$(x)satisfy (3.6), (3.7)i,2 ≪≪J(3.8)li2. TA^w

there exists a positive constant To independent of £ (0,1] such that the Cauchy pro-

blem (1.1). (1.3) has a uniaue solution
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(4.3) (p, u＼6s,E＼ Bs)z V＼To; m0> Mo, Mu M2)x W?(T0; A^o,Nu N2, rj).

To is less than T, where T is the positive constant given in Proposition 3.1. The

parameters m0, Mj, Nj (^=0,1, 2) and rjare defined in Proposition 3.1 and hence

are independent of e. If, in addition, the initialdata satisfy div B'0=0 on R2, the

solution obtained also satisfies(1-2) and therefore is a unique solution to the pro-

blem (1.1),(1.2),(1-3).

Proof. From Proposition 3.1, we see that the approximating functions are

all well-denned on [0, jT]xJ?2 and are uniformly bounded in the following sense:

(4.4) (Pn,un,6n,En, Bn)£V'(T;m0, Mo, Mu M2)x W.＼T;N0, Nlt N2, ij)

for ee(0,1] and n>0. In order to show the convergence of the sequence, we

consider the difference (pn,un,dn,En,Bn)=(pn+l-pn,un^-un,6n+l-dn,En"1-En,.

Bn+1-Bn) for ≪>Q. Subtracting (4.1)B from (4.1)B+1,we obtain for n>l,

lpnt+un-Vpn = Fn1,

pnunt-fjtnAun-(fin+ ^n)Fdivun^pn(F^+G^,

(4.5)≫
＼
(Pee)nft-KnFdn = (peenFZ+&),

e£?-(llfto)rotBn+onEn=Fi,

,B?+rotEn=Q,

with the initialcondition

(4.6)n (pn,un,6n,E n,Bn)(0,x) = (0,0,0,0,0).

Here

(4.7)

(4.8)

P≫ = -(un-un-1)'Ppn+F1n-Fr-1,

F2n = F2n - F?-1, F3n=F3n - F3"-1,

pn=_^n_Gn-^EnjrFn_Fn-i
^

-(^-1+//n-1)/i0n-1}FdivMn+G2"-Gri-1,

.Gn^{Knl{peeT-icn-'Kpee)n-l)Adn + Gn,+Grl
■

We want to apply the energy inequalities(2.8) and (2.10) with l=s―1 to the

system (4.5)n for (pn,un,Bn,En, Bn). To thisend, we estimate the right hand side

of (4.5)n. By (4.4), we have

i＼＼Fn^<C{＼＼pn-%-.x+＼W-%),

(4.9) ＼＼{Fn2,P?)＼＼,-^C＼Un-＼fiB-＼dn-＼En~＼Bn-l)＼＼s,̂

(4.10) IK^.^DH-^CIK/J"-1.^-1,^-1)!!.-, ･

Here C is a constant independent of both ee(0,11 and n>＼. Using the estimates
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(4.9),(4.10) and noting the initialcondition (4.6)n, we get the following estimate

from the energy inequalities: For any ≪e(0,1],

(4.11) ＼＼(pn,unJn,e1/2En,Bn)(t)＼| U+ClP^XOH
Jo

l + ＼＼E＼r)＼＼UdT

<Cea '≪ t[l ＼＼pn-＼r)＼＼U+ ＼＼un-KTWsdT

Jo

+ ≪(' ＼＼(pn-＼un-＼ dn-＼ En~＼ Bn-')(r)＼＼Udr

Jo

+
Jjl(/8w-I,fis-1,^-1,^"-1Xr)l|5-1drJ,

where C is a constant independent of e, a and n>l. Now we fix a (0,1] in (4.11)

so as to satisfy aC< 1/4. Next we choose Tn>0 such that

(4.12)

Then, setting

T0<T, ealcT°<2, C(l + To)To<m.

Xn(t)= sup ＼＼(pn,un, dn, e1/2£", ^B)(r)||5_x

+
*＼

＼Mn,en){T)＼＼i+＼＼En(r)＼＼UdT

Jo

we obtain the inequality Xn(To)<(ll2)Xn-i(To) for n>l. This means that, for each

£6(0,1], {{pn-p,un,dn-d,En,Bn-B)}n>_* is a Cauchy sequence in C°(0,ToiH*-1).

Consequently, there exists uniquely a function (p,u,d,E,B)(t,x) with (p―p,u,6―6,

E,B-B)gC%0, To;^8-1) such that

(pn-p, un, Bn-d, En, Bn-B)->(P-p, u, 0-0, E, B-B)

strongly in C°(0,To; H8'1) as ≪^oo. On the other hand, the uniform estimate

(4.4) shows that there are subsequences (still denoted by the same symbol) such

that as w-*oo,

(pn-p, un, 6n-6, En, Bn-B)^(P-p, u, 0-0, E, B-B),

(un,dn-d)->(u,d-d) and En-+E

weak* in L°°(0,To; Hs), weakly in L2(0, To; Hs+1) and weakly in L2(0, To; Hs) re-

spectively. It follows from these observations that the limit function (p, u, 6, E, B)

(t,x) is a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.3) satisfying

(P, u, 0, E, B)s9XT9; m0, Mo, Mu M2) x W!(TQ; No, Nu N2, rj).

Hence, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we conclude that d{(p-p, E,B-B)£C°(0,T0; HS-*)

and d{{u, d-d)eC＼0, To; HS~2J) for ;=0,1. Therefor the solution (p, u, 0, E, B)(t, x)

of (1.1), (1.3) obtained above satisfies(4.3). The uniqueness of the solution follows
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from the energy inequalities(2.8) and (2.10).

Finally we prove the last statement of the theorem. Let us assume that

divi?o=O on R2. Then, applying div to the both members of the equation for B

in (1.1), we get (div£)£=0. Therefore the equality div5=0 holds on [0, To]xR＼

and consequently the limit function (p,u, d,E, B)(t,x) is a unique solution of the

problem (1.1),(1.2),(1.3). Thus the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed.

§5. Convergence of solutions of the nonlinear equations as e->0

We consider the limit as s->0 of the solution (p＼ u＼d＼E!, B°)(t,x) of the Cauchy

problem (1.1), (1.3) (or (1.1), (1.2), (1.3)) constructed in the preceeding section.

In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, let us assume the following condi-

tion for the initial data (pi u＼,61 Eo% B'0)(x): There exist a function (pi,u＼,01,B°0)(x)

with {pl-p,ul,dl-d~,Bl-B)£Hs and a number r>0, both independent of ee(0,l],

such that

(5-1) supe-T＼＼(pl-pi,ul-ul, 01-01, B'0-Bl)＼＼t-1=Ki<+oo.

It should be noted that if the initial data are independent of a and satisfy (3.6),

then (5.1) holds for any ?->0.

Under these hypotheses, we shall show that there exists a positive constant

7＼ not depending on e such that as s->0, the solution (p,u＼0＼E＼Be)(t,x) of (1.1),

(1.2), (1.3) converges on [0, T^xR* to a limit function (p°,u°,0°,E°,B°)(t,x). Also

it will be shown that this limit function satisfies the relation (1.7) and that the

function (po,uo,0o,Bo)(t,x) excepting E°(t,x) is a unique solution of the magneto-

hydrodynamic equations (1.8), (1.9) with the initial condition

(5-2) (p°,u＼ 0°,5°)(0,x) = (pl, < 81 Bl)(x).

Theorem 5.1. Suppose (1.4), (i) of (1.5) and (1.6). Let s>3 be an integer

and let the initial data (pl,ul,6l,E0%Bl)(x) satisfy (3.6), (3.7)i,2, (3.8)i,2 and (5.1).

Let, furthermore, (pe,u',0',E°,Be)(t,x) be the solution on [0, To~＼xR2 to the Cauchy

problem (1.1), (1-3) constructed in Theorem 4.1. Then there exists a positive con-

stant Ti (< To) independent of s (0,1] such that as s-≫0,the solution (p＼ u＼6＼E＼ Bz)

(t,x) converges on [0, T{]xR2 to a limit function (p°,u°,6°,E°,B°)(t,x) which satisfies

the equations (1.7), (1.8) and the initial condition (5.2). In particular, (p°,u°,do,B0)

(t,x) is a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.8), (5.2) satisfying

3i(/>°-/5)L"(O,:r1;tfs-'),

(5.3) %(u°,0°-0) L~(O,7＼; Hs~V)nL2(0, T,; Hs+l-V),

di(B°-B) Lx(0, T,: HS~V) for j=0,1.
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//, in addition, the initialdata satisfy div Bl=O on R2, then (p°,uo,6°,BoXt,x)

becomes a unique solution of the problem (1.8),(1.9),(5.2) satisfying

■d*t(p°-p)eC°(P,T1jHt-J),

(5.4) ■d{(u°,6°-6,B°-B)eC°(O, Tt; H'-2')nL＼0, T,; Hs+1~2^)

for j=0,1.

Remark 5.1. (i) The solution (p＼u＼d%E',B°)(t,x) converges to a limit

function (po,uo,8°,Eo,Bo)(t,x)in the following sense: For any fe[O,Ti],

(5.5) ＼＼(p'-po,u'-uo,tf-d°,B'-BoM＼＼l-i

+
ril≪i-≪0,tf'-O(r)ll1.

+ ||(^I-^°Xr)||!-i*^e≫C,
Jo

where C is a constant indesendent of e, and

(5.6) ^ = min{r, 1-^/2} >0.

Here ^ [0,1] is the number defined by (3.10).

(ii) In the simple case where the initialdata are independent of e, the exponent

2 of the convergence rate in (5.5) can be taken as ^ = 1/2 because in this case r>Q

is arbitrary and rj=l (by Remark 3.1 (ii)).If, in addition, the initiallayer for

the electricfieldis absent, then we can take ^= 1 because of -q=0.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. First we prove the convergence of the sequence

{(^e,u＼6＼E＼ Be)(t,ar)}i6(0>i]as e^O. Let 0<8<s<l and let (p,u,B,E,B)={p3-p＼

u'-u'.a'-f)'. E'-E'. R'-R1). Then we obtain

tpt+u'-Vp = Pl,

pdut-fx3M-(fis+vn)Fdiv u=p%F2+Gz),

(5.7)
1
(peeydt-KsAd = (pee)s(F3+Gs),

8Et-(llfi0) rot B+o'E-Fi,

>Bt+rotE=Q,

(5.8) (p, u, d, E, B)(0, x)=(p0, wo,do,Eo, B0)(x),

where (po,Uo,0Q,Eo,Bo) = (pso―pl,u5o―ul,6t―dl,El ―Eo£,B5o―Bl). The functions on the

right hand side of (5.7) are given exDlicitv as follows.

(5.9)

(5.10)

■A = -(≪'-≪')■Fp'+F? - F{ ,

■F2=F°-F2% Fs=F?-F3%

Fi==-(8-e)Et°-(ai-<js)E°+F:-F:,

(Gz=Wlp*-vlp)Aue + W + ^)lp*

-{pts-pL")lpe}Vdivu°+Gl-G＼,
[
G3 = {Ksl(pee)d~Ksl(pesy}Ad£+Gl-Gl.
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Here we use the abbreviations such as a―n(p＼Oe), (pegY = peeg(p＼0e),F{=F＼(p',u*),

The functions Ft (j = l, ■■■A)and G,-(7=2,3) are denned by (3.3) and (3.4),

respectively.

We provide estimates for the initialdata (5.8) and for the right side of (5.7)

that permit us to apply the energy inequalities (2.8) and (2.10) with l=s ―l to

the system (5.7). As for the initialdata, we obtain from (3.9) and (5.1) that

(5.11) 11(00,Mo,do,5l/2E0,B0)＼＼s-x<5l/2C{Ki+Kz)+erCKi,

where C is a constant independent of e and 8. Here we used 0<8<e<l. Next

we consider the right side of (5.7). Compare (5.9) and (5.10) with (4.7) and (4.8),

respectively. The only difference liesin that we have an extra term (8―e)Et*in

the last equation of (5.9). Therefore, using the uniform estimate (4.3), we get

the following inequalities analogous to (4.9),(4.10):

f||A||.-i^C(|||8||,-,+ ||fl||.),

(5.12) ||(A, A)||.-i£C||(/U.*,££)ll.-i.
[＼＼P*＼＼t-i<LC＼＼(p,ti,d,£)＼＼,-i+e＼VtE%-1,

(5.13) lia5,,&)||.-,£C||(/U,*)ll.-i-

Here we also used 0<<5<£<l. Cisa constant independent of e and 8.

Now we apply the energy inequalities (2.8) and (2.10) with /=s―1 to the

system (5.7). Substituing the estimates (5.11),(5.12) and (5.13) to the resulting

inequality and using the fact that the L2(0,To; H'-^-norm of dtE£is bounded by

e-"W8. we obtain

(5.14) ＼＼(p,uJ,d'/2E,B)(t)＼＼U +

<Cea~lct

['mMT)＼＼i+＼＼£<j)＼＼i-ldT

Jo

Ui^+K.f+e^Ki+N^ + t^Jlpiz^U + lluiTW^T

+ a[t＼＼(p,uJ,E,B)(r)＼＼UdT +
^J＼(p,uJ,B)(T)＼＼l^

for any ae(0,1]. Here X is the number defined by (5.6), and C is a constant in-

dependent of e, 8 and a. Let us fix a (0,1] in (5.14) so as to satisfy aC< 1/4.

Then we choose T"i>0 such that

(5.15)

Then, setting

T,<To ea 1ct'<2 ca+ror^i/8.

Ye s(t)=s＼ip＼＼(p,u,d,BXr)＼＼U +
[

＼＼(u,0)(t)＼＼

OSrSt JO

we get the inequality

l + ＼＼E(r)＼＼UdT,
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(5.16) FU^i)<<5C(/f1+#2)24VC(ir4+AT2)2,

where C is a constant independent of e and d. Since ^>0, we see from (5.16)

that Yc,s(Ti)^>0 as e->-0 (hence <5->0). Consequently, there exists uniquely a func-

tion do0, w°,0°,E°, B°)(t,x) satisfying (p° - p, B° - B)eC＼0, 7＼; H'-1), (w°, 0° - 0)g

C°(0, Tx; iJs^)nL2(0, 7＼; H*) and E°eL%0, 7＼; iJ8-1) such that as e^O,

(P°-p,Be-B)^(p°-p,Ba-B),

(u%de-6)->(u°,d°-6) and E£-^£°

strongly in C°(0, Tt; i/^1), C°(0, ^ j^'-^nL^O, ^ ;iJs) and L2(0, T,; iJ5-1), re-

spectively. Combing this with the uniform estimate (4.3), we see as in the proof

of Theorem 4.1 that the limit function (p°,u°,0°,B°, E°)(t, x) satisfies (5.3) for ;=0

and E° L°°(0,Tr.H'-^nL^O, Tr,Hs). Furthermore, we can see that the limit

function satisfies the equations (1.7), (1.8) and the initial condition (5.2). Hence

(5.3) holds for ; = 1. The estimate (5.5) is obtained from (5.16) by letting 5->0.

Thus the first part of the theorem has been proved.

Finally we consider the case where div5o=O holds on R2. Since this implies

div£5=0 by Theorem 4.1, we conclude by letting e^O that div£°=0 on [0, T^x

R2. Hence the limit function (p°,u°,6°,B°)(t, x) is a solution of the Cauchy problem

(1.8), (1.9), (5.2) satisfying (5.3) for j=0,l. In order to prove the uniqueness

and the regularity (5.4), we recall the well known formula in vector analysis:

- rot {(I/*//,,)rot B} = (lla/uo)(dB - V div B) - F(l/<///o)X rot B.

By this formula and (1.9), the equation of B in (1.8) can be regarded as a sym-

metric system of strongly parabolic type. Therefore, by the argument analogous

to that employed in the proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we can prove the regularity

(5.4) and the uniqueness of the solution to the problem (1.8), (1.9), (5.2). Thus

the proof of Theorem 5.1 is completed.
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